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i'm working on a couple of instructional videos, and was planning to use translator to create samples that i could then add to another project. however, i came across an issue that i hadnt thought of before. in a sample i imported, the labels for the samples were rotated 90 degrees (i dont know whether this is a default setting or not), and
the sample name was displayed upside down. with the ability to rotate and flip samples, i was able to correct this, but the flip function didnt apply to the sample name label. however, i was able to change the text on the sample name to make the sample names right way up. so, im still using it, but ive found a workaround. chicken

systems translator is a really powerful app that will allow you to convert your samples into a huge range of formats, and then transfer them to whatever device you want. the developers say it will work with almost any sampler or device that you can think of. translator is an amazing app that you can use on just about any device that can
support it. you can also use it with samplers that dont support it, and then convert the samples when you do. i can think of many reasons why you might want to use it, as it will allow you to create samples in a new format, or even just convert your existing samples into a new format. what i like most about translator is that it reads as

many formats as it can. it will read cdroms and convert them to a format that you can burn to a cdr, and then it will read sounds from cdroms in a format that you can import into your sampler. if you can think of any format, then translator can read it.
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with samples stored in a more complex folder structure, the translator is very dependable and useful. it's less powerful
than cdxtract, but less of a hassle to set up and use. the new version of translator is more compatible than the previous
one, so the bugs that were present in version 6.20 are now fixed, and the output from the program is more consistent.

at $50, the translator is a fair price for what it does. i really like the interface, and the software is easy to learn and use. i
would say it's a worthy tool for those who don't care too much about the quality of the output. although you may still

have to fine-tune the output a little bit, i found this to be a feature rather than a bug. the very impressive standard and
sample formats are certainly worth a look, but it is a little on the pricey side at $79.00 ithink that this is a software for
which i would be happy to pay, if the price were reasonable and if the developer had a clear idea of the future of the

product. i am told that the price is now $69.95, but it is listed as $24.95 when i buy it. maybe that is the price charged
by distributors, but if so, then i am not surprised that they are selling it for less than the retail price, since i get far more

from the product than a mere time-saver. like the other programs in the chicken software family, chicken systems
translator is based on an open source package known as portaudio, which is distributed as a free download. there is also

a free trial version available, which you can use as long as you want, but you must purchase a license before you can
use the full version. 5ec8ef588b
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